Direct transmembrane clustering and cytoplasmic dimerization of focal adhesion kinase initiates its tyrosine phosphorylation.
We investigated mechanisms for inducing focal adhesion kinase (FAK) tyrosine phosphorylation and their ability to trigger MAP kinase signaling using transmembrane chimeras that localize FAK and its mutants to the plasma membrane. We tested whether tyrosine phosphorylation was triggered by FAK transmembrane aggregation using antibodies against the chimeric extracellular domain. Experimental clustering of chimeras containing integrin beta cytoplasmic domains or FAK induced FAK tyrosine phosphorylation and trans-phosphorylation of endogenous FAK, as well as strong ERK activation. Next, we examined whether lower-order molecular proximity, namely dimerization, could regulate FAK tyrosine phosphorylation. We found that even relatively low-affinity FAK dimerization (K(d)=3.9 x 10(-5) M), in either of two different orientations, could induce FAK tyrosine phosphorylation. However, this cytoplasmic FAK dimerization could not induce MAP kinase activation or trans-phosphorylation of endogenous FAK. We conclude that dimerization of FAK is sufficient to induce its tyrosine phosphorylation, but that higher-order molecular proximity (clustering) at the cell membrane is apparently needed for additional biochemical events. This study identifies a proximity mechanism for regulating the initiation of FAK-mediated biochemical signaling.